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αϟϱφ 

 
 ΉͥॵΌͶɼඉͶັڷ͚ɼ͖ͯೋ͢͏಼༲ϓΧʖϧϞͶ͟Յ͏ͪͫ͏ͪև༹Ͷ״ःਅ
͢͝Ήͤɽ�ਕϕϪκϱτʖεϥϱΝซ͘श͓ͱɼ͍ΖқັͲɼ�ਕͳϏΨωΠͲ͍Ζ
ͳ͏͓Ζͳ͏ࢧΉͪ͢ɽ͟ྈ͗ࢢχψʖঁ͜ΝईΕΖͳ݀Όͱɼࠕೖౌஅ͠Ηͪ �ਕͺɼ
χψʖͺਫ਼ΉΗͪࣙͪͬͶͳͮͱɼͳͱ͘͵қັ͍͗Ζͳ͕ͮ͢Ύͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͲ
�ਕ͗ևɼಋͣݩܨΝ͢ͱ͏ΖΚ͜Ͳͺ͍ΕΉͦΞɽ͖͢͢ɼ�ਕ͗ʹ͑͏͑ྙΝ͢ͱͪ͘
͖ɼΉౕͪΝร͓ͪ͏ͳس͢ͱ͏Ζ͞ͳΏɼౕΝร͓ͱɼ॑གྷ͵ଚࡑͲ͍ΖχψʖͶՁͳ
͖Πέιηͪ͢͏ͳ͏͑ͬـΝͮͱ͏Ζͳ͏͑Ν͏Ήͪ͢ɽ 
 � ਕև͠Ξͺɼ͍ΖқັͲֆસରφϪϱχͲͤɽև͠ΞɼχψʖๅͶΠέιηΝ
ͪ͢͏ɼՆͲ͍Ηͻճ͏ͪ͏ͳ͏ͮͱ͏Ήͪ͗͢ɼ͞Ηͺֆద͵φϪϱχ͵Ͳͤɽࠕɼ
ֆଡ͚ड़ਫ਼ं͗'1$ࠬݗΝ͢ͱՁͳ͖χψʖΝ୵ͨ͑ͳ͢ͱ͏Ήͤɽ'1$ͫࠬ͜ݗͲͺ
͍ΕΉͦΞɽྭ͓ͻɼλʖεϡϩϟυΡΠΏ:(%γφ͵ʹͮͱ͏Ήͤ͢ɼ͠Ή͡Ή͵ή
ϩʖϕཱི͗ͬ͗ͮͱɼՁͳ͖ਫ਼ָద͵Ν୵ͨ͑ͳ͢ͱ͏Ζਕ͗ଁ͓ͱ͏ΉͤɽֆͲ
�� Ν͓Ζࠅʓ͗ɼχψʖͺಙ໌Ͳ͍ͮͱͺ͵Δ͵͏ͳ͏ཱི͑๑ીΝͮͱ͏Ήͤɽ�� Ν
͓ΖࠅͲɼࢢʹͶχψʖๅΝ͢ڛ͵͜Ηͻ͵Δ͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͶ͵ͮͱ͏ΖͲͤɽ͖͢
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͢ɼೖຌͺ͞ ��ࠅͶΉΗͱ͏ΉͦΞɽຌೖϗϱφΝ͖ͮ͘͜ͶɼՁͳ͖ೖຌͲχ
ψʖๅͶΠέιη͗Ͳ͘ΖΓ͑Ͷ͵Ζ๏ͶΞͲཋ͢͏ɼ͞Η͗͞ϗϱφదͲ
ͤɽ 
ΏཝࢢɼըʓेֆͺҐͳͺ͚͘รΚͮͱ͏Ήͤɽ͖ͯͱͺɼֆʹ͞Ͳɼࠕ 
 Νणͪ͜͞ͳͺඁືͶ͢ͱ͏ͱɼχψʖͺ͏ͯಙ໌ͳ͠Ηͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽڛࢢ
 ̑೧Ͷ ��େঃ͖Δ࿊ཙ͗͘Ήͪ͢ɽ͞ঃͺ ڛࢢͶ͵ͮͱ͖Δ͟ྈ͗ࡂ��
Νण͜ͱ͏ͪͳ͏͑͞ͳΝஎͮͪͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͪ͢ɽͨΗͲɼͨঃͺ'1$ࠬݗͲφϪʖε
ϱήɼͯΉΕ݄ԓΝ௧͢ͱɼͨ݃ՎɼχψʖͺͤͲͶ͚͵ͮͱ͏Ζ͞ͳ͖͗ΕΉͪ͢ɽ
͖͢͢ɼͨχψʖͶͺ್ਕଋࢢͳ͑Ҳਕɼ໊͗͏Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳஎΕΉͪ͢ɽͨঃ
ͺɼ൶Δ͗୯͖ͳ͏͑͞ͳ͖ͮͱ͏ΖͲɼՁͳ͖൶Δͳճ͓ΖΓ͑ΠϪϱζ͢ͱ͚Η͵͏
͖ͳɼࢴͶͮݶͱ͘Ήͪ͢ɽͨΗͺؖΚͮͱ͏Ζͤ΄ͱਕͪͬͶͳͮͱ؈ୱ͵͞ͳͲͺ͍ΕΉ
ͦΞɽͲ࠹शదͶͺɼ͑Ή͚͏͘Ήͪ͢ɽͨ݃Վɼҡ͘Β͑ͫ͏ͳͳͱ͏͏ؖ͗ܐͲ
͘ͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
 �� Ͷ͵ͮͱɼࣙ͗ਫ਼ΉΗΖΝঁͪ͜χψʖΝ୵ͨ͑ͳͤΖਕ͏Ήͤɽࣙͪͬ͗ࡂ
ਕؔͳ͢ͱਫ਼ΉΗΖ͞ͳͶؖΚͮͪਕΝ୵ͨ͑ͳͤΖͲͤɽ 
ΕΉ͢ͱɼͨͨඁ͍͗ݡೖɼਅͪ͢͝͏ͺकͶ್ͯ٠Ͷͯ͏ͱͲͤɽ್ͯқࠕ 
ಙͤΖ΄͘Ͳ͍ΖɼஎΔΗΖ΄͘Ͳͺ͵͏ͳ͏͓͑ߡ๏͍͗ΕΉͤɽΉͪɼχψʖͳਫ਼ΉΗͪਕ
ͺΉ͚ͮͪંৰͤΖ΄͘Ͳͺ͵͏ͳ͏͓͑ߡ͍ΕΉͤɽ͞ΗΔͶͯ͏ͱઈͪ͢Ͳɼࢴͺ͞
Ηͳͺพ͓ߡΝफ़΄Γ͑ͳͮࢧͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
 Ήͥɼ࠹ॵͶڛΝणͪ͜ՊଔΝगΖͪΌͶχψʖͺಙ໌Ͳ͍Ζ΄͘Ͳ͍Ζͳ͏͑٠͍͗Ε
ΉͤɽͯΉΕɼχψʖͺڶҘͲ͍ΕɼஎΔΗ͵͏Ά͑͗҈સͲ͍Εɼχψʖๅ͖͗ͮͱ͢Ή
͑ͳɼՊଔڧΝଝ͵͑Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏͓͑ߡ๏Ͳͤɽүͱྈͳࢢʹͳ͏͑Պଔڧֆ
Νगͮͱ͕ͪ͘͏ͳ͏͑Ͳͤɽχψʖଚ͗ࡑනͶड़ͱ͚ΗͻɼͺΏՊଔͶղͤΖ͞ͳͶ
͵ͮͱ͢Ή͏ΉͤɽΉͫɼՊଔΝܙਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹ͗ঘ͠͏͑ͬͺͨ͑ͪ͢қ͖͏ک͗ݡ
͢ΗΉͦΞɼͳ͞Θ͗ɼࠕͺਕɼਕΝ͢ͱ͏Ήͤɽਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹͺ͑ࢢʹͲͺ
͵͚ɼՊଔ͗ܙ͠ΗͪޛΝɼࠕɼ͢ͱ͏ΖͲͤɽ 
Ν͢Ή͢Β͑ɽүͱͺɼͨͨ͞ΗΝඁືͶڂݜωϣʖζʖϧϱχͲؖΚͮͪ͗ࢴ 
͢ͱ͕͏ͪΆ͑͗͏͏ɼఽ͓͵͏Ά͑͗͏͏ɼχψʖ͵Ξͱଚ͢ࡑ͵͏ΕΝͪ͢Ά͑͗͏͏ͳ
ೖࠕΚΗͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽݶ �໌๏ͪͬևɼಋͣΓ͑͵Ν͠Ηͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͳ͞Θ͗ਫ਼ΉΗ
ͪਕ͗೧ྺ͗߶͚͵ͮͱ͏͚ͳՁ͖ͫͶҩ״ΝͯΓ͑Ͷ͵ΖͲͤɽΉͪɼ͗ंࣆҩ
ΖΓ͑Ͷ͵ΕΉͤɽ͓ߡΝͯͲΆ͑ೲΊΌͪΕɼඁືͶ͢ͱ͕͚΄͖͘ʹ͖͑Ν״
ಝͶɼࢢʹ͗ʰࢴͺʹ͑Ώͮͱਫ਼ΉΗͱͪ͘ʱͳ࣯ͤΖΓ͑Ͷ͵Ζͳɼͺ͑ͨΝͯͪ͘
͚͵͏ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽͨͲɼʹΓ͑ͶڛࢢͲਫ਼ΉΗͪ͞ՊଔྼΝࢢʹͶఽ͓Ζ
΄͖͘ͳ૮Ͷ͚ΖͲͤɽ 
ͪͬͺʹࢢஎͤΗͻ͏͏͖ͳɼࠄͶʹ͑ΏͮͱʹࢢΞ͖Δɼ͠ޜ͏͞ͳͶɼັڷ 
ݶͲਫ਼ΉΗͪΞͫͳɼʹΓ͑Ͷఽ͓Ηͻ͏͏Ͳ͖ͤͳ͏͑૮ΝΓ͚ण͜Ήͤɽҩ͑ࢢڛ
͏๏ΝͤΗͻɼࢢʹͶଲ͢ͱɼՊଔܙྼΝʹ͑ఽ͓ͪΔ͏͏͖ͳɼ͓͏ݶΖ͞ͳ͗
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Ͳ͘Ήͤɽࢴͺ൶ΔͶ͓͑͞Ήͤɽ͞ΗͺϓΟϝϨʖͳ͢ͱ͵ͲͤɽࢢʹͶΝ
ͱͱΝͤΖͳɼࢢʹΝ͢ͱ͢Ή͑Ն͍͗ΕΉͤɽͯΉΕࢢʹ͗ࣙͫ͜ҩ͑ͳ״
ͣͱ͢Ή͖͑͢Η͵͏ɽ͵ͲɼՊଔ͗ଠՊଔͳͺͬΒͮͳҩ͑Ͳ͍ͮͱɼࢢʹͫ͗͜
ҩ͑Κ͜Ͳͺ͵͏ɼՊଔͳ͢ͱಝพ͵ྼ͍͗Ζͳ͢͵͠͏ͳΠχώη͢Ήͤɽχψʖๅ
͗ಚΔΗ͵͏ͳ͢ͱɼՊଔͺʹΓ͑͵գఖͲͲ͖ͪ͘ɼͨΗΝӇ͢ͱ͕͚ͳٱͶՊଔؖ
ͺඁࡑΝଝ͵͑Ͳɼχψʖଚܐଝ͵ΚΗΖͳ͏͏ΉͤɽՊଔͶඁື͍͗Ζ͞ͳ͗Պଔؖ͗ܐ
ືͲͺ͍ΕΉͦΞͳ͢Ήͤɽࢴ͚ͪ͠ΞڂݜΝ͢ͱ͘Ήͪ͗͢ɼͨ݃ՎɼՊଔͶඁື͗
͍ΖͳɼՊଔඉͶͯΔ͏͢ɼΓΘ͚͢͵͏য়ڱͶ͵ͮͱ͢Ή͑͞ͳ͖͗ͮͱ͏Ήͤɽࠕೖ
 �ਕև͠Ξͨ͑͏͑͞ͳΝ͕ͮ͢Ύͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽ 
 ͢ɼՊଔ͗ʹΓ͑Ͷܙ͠Η͖ͪɼͨΗΝӇ͢ͱ͕͚Ͳ͍ΗͻɼͨΗͺͤ͵Κͬɼͨ
ΗΝ͖͚ͥͮ͢ࢧͱ͏Ζͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͤɽࣙ͗ಚ͢ͱ͏͵͏ɼ͚͢ͺɼ͖ͥ͢͏
ͳ͑ࢧɼޛΘΌͪ͏ΝӇͨ͑ͳ͢ΉͤɽͬΘΞɼҫືඁ͗ࢥͶ͢ͱ͕͘͵͠͏ͳঁݶ
Νͪ͢Κ͜ͲͤɽϪεϒΦϱφͲ͍ΖͪͬͶͨ͑ͪͮݶͺҫࢥͲͤɽ 
��ͺɼࢴ  Δ͖ࡂ ΉͲਕࡂ�� ��ਕΝଲেͳͤΖڂݜͶؖΚͮͪ͞ͳ͍͗ΕΉͤɽͨ݃
ՎΝࠕೖͺև͠ΞͶ়ղͪ͢͏ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ೧ྺͺ͖͵Ε͍ΖͲͤ͗ɼ�� ਕͺҡ͵Ζ݃
Νड़͢ͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͨΗͺχψʖଚࡑͪΌͶՊଔ͗ՁΔ͖ܙͲइຒ͠ΗͪΕউͯ͜ΔΗ
ͪΕͤΖͳ͏͑֕͞೨Ͷҡ٠Ν͓ͱ͏ΖͲͤɽ൶Δ͗ͪͮ͞ݶͳͺɼࣙΠυϱτΡ
τΡΝ͓ߡΖͳ͘ɼ͞ΗͺՊଔؖܐͶΓͮͱӪڻΝण͜Ζͳ͏͏Ήͤɽ͓͏ݶΗͻɼਕΠ
υϱτΡτΡͺՊଔؖܐӪڻΝण͜ɼՊଔྼΝཀྵմͪ͢͏Ͳ͍ΗͻɼՊଔؔͲαϝ
ϣωίʖεϥϱ͚͗͘Ӫ͢ڻΉͤɽ୯͗ࢴՊଔ͵ͫΘ͑ͳ͓ͪߡͳ͘ɼʹΗͫ͜Պଔͳͯ
͵͗Ε͍͗Ζ͖ɼΉ݄ͪԓ͍͗Ζ͖͵͏͖͗ӪͤڻΖͳͮݶͱ͏Ήͤɽ 
Ήͤɽʹ͑େ͗รΚͮͱ͏͏ࢧͺɼχψʖͳંৰͶؖ͢ͱେͺรΚͮͱ͘ͱ͏Ζͳࢴ

Ζ͖ͳ͏͑ͳɼΓΕ͘ͶɼಊదͶΨʖϕϱͶ͢ͱ͏͑͞ͳ͏͑େͶรΚͮͱ͘ͱ͏Ζͳ
͏͓ΉͤɽͬͪࢴͺۅదͶΨʖϕϱͶͤΖ͞ͳΝͤͤΌͱ͏ΉͤɽͲ͗ಚ͢ͱՊଔྼ
ͳๅΝ༙ڠͲ͘Ζ༽қʤְޝʥ͗͵͜Ηͻ͵ΕΉͦΞɽ͗ՊଔฉҕـΝ͚ͯΕΉͤɽͲ
ɼͨͪͬͶӪڻΝٶ·͢ͱ͏Ζͺऀճฉҕـͳ͖ɼ৮ɼҫࢥ͵ʹͲɼͨΗ͓ߡ
͵͜Ηͻ͏͜ΉͦΞɽҲ෨ਕͪͬͺࠕՊଔΝगΔ͵͜Ηͻ͏͜͵͏ɼਫ਼ΉΗਕͪͬ͗ड़ࣙΝ
எΖ͞ͳɼχψʖΝஎΖ͞ͳචགྷͺ͵͚ɼχψʖͳંৰͤΖචགྷͺ͵͏ͳ͏͏ΉͤɽͲࢴ
ͪͬ͗൶ΔΝร͓ͱ͏͖͵͏ͳ͏͜ΉͦΞɽ 
 ͨ͞Ͳɼ͖ࢴΔև͠ΞͶ࣯Νͪ͢͏ͳ͏ࢧΉͤɽ͢և͠Ξ͗ҪఽൔๅΝஎΔ͵͖
ͮͪͶɼև͠ΞͺͨΚ͖Δ͵͏ൔɼࢴͶͳͮͱ॑གྷ͵Ҳ෨Ͳ͍Ζ͖ΔஎΕͪ͏ͳ͑ࢧ
Ͳ͢Β͖͑ɽՊଔΝगΕͪ͏ͳ͏͑ਕͶͺɼҪఽࢢͺࣆͲͺ͵͚ɼ͖ͫΔχψʖͺؖ͗ܐ
͵͏ͳ͏͑ਕ͗͏Ήͤɽͳ͞Θ͗ɼࠬڂݜͲซ͏ͪқݡΝ়ղ͢Ήͤͳɼࣙ͗ՊଔΝʹΓ
͑Ͷཀྵմ͢ɼχψʖΝʹΓ͑ͶཀྵմͤΖ͖ͳ͏͑Ͷ͕͏ͱɼʹๅͳͱ॑གྷͫͳ͏ࢧ
Ήͤɽࠕೖ �ਕև͠ΞՊଔͺͫࣆͳ͏ݶΉͪ͢ɽҪఽࢢͶͯ͏ͱͺɼҪఽࢢͲՊଔ
͗Ͳ͘ΖͲͺ͵͚ɼѬΏؖ͗ܐࣆͲɼ༙͠ڠΗͪ͗ݩܨՊଔͳ͵ΖͶ॑གྷ͵གྷોͲ͍
Ζͳͮݶͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽસҽ͗ɼχψʖͳΝͺͮ͘Εۢพ͢ͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽͨ͢ͱҪఽద͵Ͳ
ͺ͵͏͗үͱ͗ͳͱࣆͲ͍Ζͳ͏ͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽҪఽద͵ͯ͵͗ΕͲͺ͵͚ɼҲॻͶ͏
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Ζ͞ͳ͗ࣆ͵ͫͳɽͫ͜ʹɼಋͣχψʖ͖Δਫ਼ΉΗͪҡ͘Β͑ͫ͏Ώχψʖؖৼͺ
ͨΗͳͺΉͪพ͵ͲͤɽχψʖͳαϱνέφΝͳΕͪ͏ͳ͖ɼχψʖͶճ͏ͪ͏ͳ࠹͑ࢧ
ॵ͞Θͺɼ͞Ηͺਫ਼ΉΗͪਕ͗ͮݶͱ͏ͪ͞ͳͲͤ͗ɼྈͶଲ͢ͱཬΕͲͺ͵͏͖ɼ״ः
͢ͱ͏͵͏Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳɼүͱ͗ຌͺͬͪࢴͲ͢Β͑ͳ͏͑Ͳ͍Θ͑ͳͮࢧͱ͏ͪ
ͳ͏͏Ήͤɽਫ਼ΉΗͪਕൔҐ͗χψʖΝஎΔ͵͏͞ͳͶಚ͢ͱ͏ΉͦΞͲͪ͢ɽχψʖ
ΝஎΔ͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͶखΕ͖ͯΗͱɼکയ؏೨Γ͑Ͷ͵ͮͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽϨʖϱ͠Ξࠕೖɼ
ͨΞ͵Ν͢ͱ͏Ήͪ͗͢ɼχψʖͶճͮͪࣙͺɼՁ͖ͫմ๎͠Ηͪͪ͗͢ـͳ͢ͱ͏Ή͢
ͪɽχψʖΏҡ͘Β͑ͫ͏ͳંৰͤΖͳɼΠυϱτΡτΡͳ͖ɼՊଔͶؖͤΖཀྵմ͗Ή
ͮͪͳͮݶͱ͏Ήͤɽ��ਕंࣆ͑ͬ �ਕ͗ҡ͘Β͑ͫ͏Ͷճ͏Ή͢ͱɼ͍ͳ �ਕͺ
ҡ͘Β͑ͫ͏Ͷճ͏ͪ͏ͳͮݶͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽࣆ͵ͺɼχψʖͫ͜Ͳͺ͵͏Ͳͤɽ֨
ՊଔͳͲ͏ݶΉ͢Β͖͑ɼʹ͖͞Ͷ͏Ζ͖Κ͖Δ͵͏͘Β͑ͫ͏Ͷؖৼ͍͗ΖͲͤɽ 
 ͞Η͖Δ͖ΖͺɼՊଔΤΥϩϑʖϱήͪΌͶͺ༙ڠɼαϝϣωίʖεϥϱ͗ࣆ͵
ͲͤɽҲରɼ୯͗ՊଔΝगΔ͵͜Ηͻ͏͜͵͏͖ΔඁືͶ͢Θͳͮݶͱ͏ΖͲ͢Β͑ɽՁΝ
ɼʹ͞Ͷ͵͏Ͳͺ͵͏Ͳ͖ͤɽਫ਼ΉΗڎࠞ͵ͱ͏ΖͲ͢Β͑ɽͨΞͮݶͶͨΞ͵͞ͳΝڎࠞ
ͪਕ͗ͨΞ͵͞ͳΝͮݶͱ͏ΖΝซ͏ͪ͞ͳͺ͍ΕΉͦΞɽՊଔΝगΕͪ͏ͳͮݶͱɼඁືͶ
͢ͱɼڬෑৼΝͯɽͨͬΔΆ͑͗ՊଔؖܐͶϜψηӪڻΝٶ·ͤͲ͢Β͑ɽ 
್ͯݡմͳ͢ͱɼχψʖΝಙ໌Ͳ͵͚ͪ͢Δɼχψʖ͗ݳΗ͵͚͵ͮͱ͢Ή͖͑Δɼಝఈ

ͤΖ΄͘Ͳͺ͵͏ͳ͏͓͑ߡͶͯ͏ͱͲͤɽͨ͑͏͑ͺɼྏΝ͢ڛͱ͏ΖؖंܐͲɼ
Ͷ͏ΖਕͶͨ͑͢Ήͤɽྭ͓ͻɼ͠ं׳Ξ͗Ͷ͏ͪͳ͘ɼਕ͗Ͷ͏
Ζͳ͘ͶͲͤɽͲɼ͞ΗͺྏͶͪͮݸୌͲͺ͵͏ͲͤɽՊଔΝ͚ͯΖ͵Ͳͤɽ
ՊଔୌͺɼͨՊଔ͗έϨωρέͲΝͤΖͳͫ͘͜Ͳͺ͵͚ɼͨޛɼࢢʹ͗ਫ਼ΉΗͱ
ਕͶ͵ͮͱ͏͚ͳ͘ɼՊଔ͗ܙ͠ΗΖͳ͘Ͷͨ͞ୌ͗ͺͮ͘Εͳ͢ͱ͘ΉͤɽΓ͚ݶΚΗ
Ζͺɼχψʖͺಙ໌Ͳ͍Ζ΄͘ͲɼχψʖͺࣆͲͺ͵͏ͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͤɽ 
 ਼೧ͶɼχψʖΝਕͳͺͮࢧͱ͏͵͏ͳͪͮݶਕ͗͏Ήͪ͢ɽχψʖͳճ͑ͳ͏ͮͱɼͨ
ΗͺదͪΌͶഓ۰ࢢΝ͢ڛͱ͏Ζ͖ͫͫ͜ΔՁқັ͵͏ͳͪͮݶਕ͏Ήͤɽࣆ͵
ͺࢢͳཝͫ͜ࢢͺ͵͏͖ͳɼͪ͢ڛਕͺؖ͗ܐ͵͏Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏͑қݡ͍ΕΉͤ
͗ɼਫ਼ΉΗͪਕͪͬͺͨ͑ͺ͓ߡͱ͏ΉͦΞɽχψʖͺͳͱࣆ͵ଚࡑͲ͍Ζͳͮݶͱ͏Ή
ͤɽχψʖ͗ಙ໌Ͳͺ͵͚͵ͮͪΔɼ͑͢ڛͱ͚Η͵͏Ͳͺ͵͏͖ͳ͏͑қݡ͍ΕΉͤ
͗ɼΓΕଡ͚ࠬڂݜͲͺɼͨ͑ͺ͵Δ͵͏ɼχψʖͺݰΔ͵͏ͳ͏͏ΉͤɽηΤΥʖυϱͺ
ֆͲॵΌͱχψʖಙ໌Νഉͪ͢͏ࢯΉͪ͗͢ɼࣰࡏɼχψʖ਼ͺͪͮݰɼࢴΏ
ਕՌҫࢥڂݜͶΓΖͳɼχψʖ਼ͺͨޛɼଁ͓ɼ࠹शదͶଁՅͶͣΉͪ͢ɽ͖͢͢ɼ
ࣆ͵ͺɼʹ͑͏͑χψʖ͗ݳΗΖΓ͑Ͷ͵͖ͮͪͲͤɽχψʖνϕ͗รΚΕΉͪ͢ɼΓ
Ε೧ྺ͗͗ΕΉ͢ͱɼ݃࠙͢ͱ͏ͱɼࢢʹ͗͏Ζχψʖ͗ଁ͓ͪͲͤɽͽͳੴͲ͍Η
ͻɼχψʖͺऑ͚ͱາ࠙ͲɼΉͫࣙࢢʹ͗͏͵͏ਕ͗ଡ͖ͮͪͲͤ͗ɼͨΗ͗รΚͮͪ
Ͳͤɽʹ͑ΏͮͱχψʖΝϨέϩʖφͤΖ͖ͺ͖֮Ͷೋ͢͏ୌͲɼಝͶέϨωρέΏҫंͶ
ͳͮͱͺ͘͵ৼഓࣆͲͤɽ͖͢͢ɼ͞͞ͲชԿΝร͓Ζචགྷ͍͗ΕΉͤɽχψʖͺୱͶਕͲ͍
Ζͳ͏͑ΓΕͺɼͳͱ॑ي͵ଚࡑͲ͍Ζͳ͓ߡ͵͜Ηͻ͏͜ΉͦΞɽࠕೖɼ�໌ͨ͗ंࣆ
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͑͏͑Ν͢ͱ͏Ήͪ͢ɽ߫ݛΝͪ͢͏ɼༀͶཱིͬͪ͏ͳͮࢧͱ͏ΖχψʖͲ͍ͮͱΆ͢͏ɽ
ਕͶ͵ͮͪड़ਫ਼ंͺɼͲ͘ΗͻχψʖͶճ͏ͪ͏ɼͲ͘Ηͻ༑͢͏ਕͲ͍ͮͱΆ͢͏ɼͪ͢ڛ
ͺༀͶཱིͬͪ͏ɼՃ͍͗Ζ͕घఽ͏Νͪ͢͏ͳ͏͑ͬـͲͪ͢ڛͳͮࢧͱ͏ͪ͏Κ͜Ͳ
ͤɽͨ͑ͤΗͻαϱνέφΝඈ͜Ζචགྷ͍ΕΉͦΞɽࣰࡏɼંৰΝ͢ͱ͏͏͞ͳ͚ͪ͠Ξ͍
ΕΉͤɽ 
 ͞ΗΉͲଡ͚χψʖͶͯ͏ͱɼωϣʖζʖϧϱχͲ͢ڂݜͱ͏ΉͤɽҐχψʖɼͤ͵
ΚͬΉͫಙ໌େͫͮͪͳ͘Ͷͪ͢ڛਕͪͬͲɼๅΝࣖ͢ͱ͏͏ɼճͮͱ͏͏ͳ
͏͑ਕ͗ΆͳΞʹͲͪ͢ɽͪͫɼͨΗΝ؇ཀྵͤΖεητϞࣙର͗ೋ͢͏Ͳͤɽ৽॑Ͷ؇ཀྵΝ͢
͵͏ͳαϱνέφΝͳΖ͞ͳɼճΚͦΖ͞ͳ؈ୱͲͺ͵͏ɽΉͪɼੴ͖Δχψʖͺଏ͢ͱ
͏Ήͪ͢ɽཝࢢͳࢢͺੴ͖ΔଏΕ͵͖ͮͪ͢ɼ͞Η͖ΔଏΕ͵͏Ͳ͢Β͑ɽͲɼͨΗͺಙ
໌͖ʹ͖͑ͳ͏͑͞ͳͲͺ͵͚ɼࢢΏཝࢢΝ͏ͪ͢ڛͳ͑ࢧਕ͗ͨͨঙ͵͏͖ΔͲͤɽ 
ҫྏಝͺඁືɼӇͤɼಙ໌Ͳͪ͢ɽ͖͢͢ɼͨΗͺੴڛΉͳΌͳҌͲͤɽੴࢴ 
͞ͳͲͤɽ͞Η͖Δͺͪ͵େ͗ΉΕΉͤɽͪͫɼҲ෨ਕͺڬΗͱ͏Ήͤɽੴ͖Δ͢͏
େͶรΚΖ͞ͳΝڬΗΖਕ͗͏ΉͤɽΓ͚ݶΚΗͱͪ͘٠Ͷͯ͏ͱɼࠕɼ়ղΝͪ͢ͳ͕Ε
Ͳͤ͗ɼͨΗͶཱི͖ͬͮͱ͏͚චགྷ͍͗ΕΉͤɽࣰࡏͶڂݜͲৄͮ͗ڏ͗ڎͱ͏Ήͤɽࠕೖ �
ਕ๏͖ΔͶड़ͪݘཤͳωʖθΝ͓ߡΖͳɼ͵ͧೖຌͺ͞๏ͶΞͲ͏͵͏Ͳ͢Β͑
͖ɽ�ͲࠕೖΝซ͏ͱɼรԿ͢ɼேક͢କ͜Ζ͞ͳͲͤɽଡ͚ɼଲཱི͢ͱ͏Ζ͠Ή
͡Ή͵ंࣆݘཤͳωʖθͶͯ͏ͱ٠͗ߨΚΗΉͤɽɼχψʖɼਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹɼͨ͢ͱ
ͬΘΞҫྏ͏͗ंڛΖͲ͢Β͑ɽͨΓ͑͵Πϕϫʖοͺঋंͳഌं͗͏Ζ͞ͳΝқັͤΖ
ঁ͜ڛࢢͺɼഓ۰ڎͳՊৄڂݜΕɼ୯͖͗φρϕͶड़͵͜Ηͻ͵ΕΉͦΞɽܑ͍͗
ΝईΕͱɼՊଔΝ͚ͳ͏͑ΓΕݡ͵͘๏ͶΝҢͤͳɼ͞Ηͺͤ΄ͱਕͶͳͮͱ͕ޕ
͏Ͷ༙ཤ͵য়ڱͲ͍Ζ͞ͳΝࣖ͢ͱ͏ΉͤɽͨΗͺਫ਼ΉΗͪࢢʹɼՊଔؖܐɼͨ͢ͱχψʖͶ
ͳͮͱΓΕϛζτΡϔͲͤɽೖຌͲɼҲ෨๑րਜ਼͠ΗΉͪ͗͢ɼͲೖຌͺΉͫྙΝ͢͵
͜Ηͻ͵ΕΉͦΞɽ 
 Γ͚ݶΚΗΖͺݘཤͳωʖθͲͤɽӖंࣆɼྈɼࢢʹɼχψʖͺཱི͗ҩ͏ɼ
ևɼཤӻͶ૮ൕ͍͗ΕΉͤɽΉͪҫࢥɼέϨωρέҩ͑қݡͳཱི͍͗Εɼͨ͑͏ͮͪͳ͘Ͷ
Ձ͖ͫঋͬૌͳෝ͜ૌ͗͏Ζ͖Γ͑Ͳɼ୯͖͗ঋͪ͵͜Ηͻ͏͜͵͏͖Γ͑Ͷซ͓͞Ήͤɽ
ͲڂݜΏɼՊࠬ݃ՎͶΓΕΉͤͳɼΝͮͳร͓ɼݡ๏Νร͓ͱɼഓ۰ࢢڛͲ
ՊଔΝ͚ͯΖͳ͓ߡΖͳɼΊΞ͵͗ঋͱΖɼΤΡϱΤΡϱͶ͵Ζ͞ͳ͗Ͳ͘ΉͤɽͨΗͺंࣆ
ͶͳͮͱՊଔؖܐͶͳͮͱɼχψʖͶϕϧηͶͤΖ͞ͳ͗Ͳ͘ΖͲͤɽ 
รַ͑චགྷ͍͗ΕΉـͶɼ๑րਜ਼ͺඉͶ॑གྷͲͤ͗ɼชԿద͕Γ;ऀճద͵ฉҕޛ࠹

ͤɽͬΘΞɼ๑ౕͶΓͮͱΝร͓Ζ͞ͳͺͲ͘ΖͲɼͧͽɼೖຌͲͨΗΝغଶ͢
ΉͤɽҐͲͤɽ͟ੜ͍Ε͗ͳ͑͟͡͏Ήͪ͢ɽ 
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&RPPHQW 

I want to begin by thanking everybody for the opportunity to take part in this exciting, and I 
think most of us would agree, very challenging forum. I'm delighted to be sharing with the four 
contributors and with Yukari. We have heard very powerful and personal experiences and 
journeys of these four people who in many ways are pioneers. They've talked about their 
paUHQWbV�GHFLVLRQ�WR�XVH�D�GRQRU��DQG�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�WKH�GRQRU�KDV�FRQVLGHUDEOH�VLJQLILFDQFH�DQG�
importance for them. Their experiences have not all been the same, but they have talked about 
their desire and the efforts they have made to change the system in different countries to allow 
them to follow through on the significance and importance of a donor. 

These four people are, if you like a part of a worldwide trend of donor conceived persons 
who are wanting to have access to information about the donor and to the possibility of meeting 
them. There are now large numbers of donor conceived people who are using DNA testing to 
try and find the donor. But it's not just DNA testing, there are people who are using the social 
media and media websites and many groups that have now been formed to try and locate their 
donor. Over 30 countries in the world have now legislated that donors cannot remain 
anonymous. In other words, they must be available to the donor conceived persons. 

Japan is not one of those that 30 countries, and of course this forum is designed to hopefully 
move in that direction. We're now living in a very different world than what we were previously. 
The previous world was characterized by donor insemination and sperm donation and egg 
donation as being characterized about secrecy and that the donors would always be 
anonymous. 

Three years ago, I was approached by a woman in her seventies who had discovered at the 
age of 50 that her family had been built with the help of a donor. She had traced the donor 
through DNA testing and had discovered that he had died. She discovered, however, that there 
were two sons and a daughter from this donor, and she knew who they were and asked if I 
could facilitate a meeting between them. It was a very challenging time for all of the parties 
involved, but it was very successful and there have been good relationships that have been 
established. 

Even at the age of 70, people are seeking out the donor that helped make their contribution 
to them being a person. What I planned to do today and my contribution is to say, that there 
are two main arguments that are often put forward that oppose donors being known to others. 
In other words, people who argue that they should be no contact between the donor and the 
offspring. I'll put these arguments forward and then I want to try and respond to them, exploring 
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them and challenging some of the arguments that are used. First of all, the argument is often 
that the donors should remain anonymous so as to protect the families that have used donor 
conception. In other words, the donor is perceived as a threat and in this argument, there is a 
belief that having access to the donor would be damaging to family relationships. 

There is a desire to maintain the family boundary based on the parents and the child 
offspring and the presence of a donor would in effect amount to interference in the family. For 
some, perhaps it is easier to argue this when the child is a child and the parents are forming 
their family. However, we are focusing on adults and not children, and the family has become 
a family. I want to talk a little bit about some research that I have been involved in not at New 
Zealand, which shows that parents had often been encouraged to keep their family building 
history a secret and pertained that the donor did not exist. 

We've heard about that from each of the four contributors tonight, but as the offspring 
became older, this approach did not feel comfortable to these parents and many parents 
started to question whether they should be keeping it a secret. This was especially so when 
the children started to ask them, where did I come from? The parents felt very uncomfortable 
and did not want to lie to their children. They asked for assistance on how to share the family 
building history with the children. It's very interesting that they often said, how do I tell my child 
that they were conceived as a result of donor sperm? 

My response to them is that a different way of looking at this is how do I share with my child 
and our family building history, because this is a story about us as a family, if in fact you focus 
the story on the child, you stand the risk of marginalizing the child and the child feeling very 
different. If there is a difference, it is that the family is different not that the child is different. 
What these parents reported was that it was secrecy about family building history that was 
damaging to family relationships, not the presence of a donor. It was as a consequence of that, 
that it was not possible to find the donor and information about them. We know from research 
a lot about family secrets and their impact, and it is not a good picture. 

We've heard accounts of that today. If you are keeping your family building history a secret, 
you are by implication saying that you are ashamed of what you have done, because we only 
keep secret those things we are uncomfortable with or ashamed of. Of course it was doctors 
who frequently advised the parents to keep it a secret. One of the studies that I was involved 
in was of 21 adult donor conceived persons aged between 19 and 46. This is quite a wide range. 
They came up with a number of different conclusions, which I want share with you because it 
challenges this notion that the family in some way will be disturbed or will be harmed because 
of the presence of a donor. What the offspring said is that when I think about viewing myself, 
that this is impacted by family relationships. In other words, my identity is impacted by family 
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relationships. 

If I want to try and understand the family history, that's impacted by family communication. 
If I want to ask the question who is my family, that's impacted by our understanding of 
connectedness and of kin relationships. I'm suggesting that we are entering a new era in 
relation to donor conception and that that new era is one that could be seen to be proactive. 
We actively encourage openness. We are actually encouraging openness in terms of 
relationships and work needs to be done with parents to get them to the stage where they feel 
confident enough to share that history and that information. Parents set the culture for family 
relationships, but those parents are influenced by professionals and perceived social attitudes, 
and we need to work to change some of those. 

Some people wanting to protect the family would argue that there is no need for donor 
conceived persons to know the identity of a donor or to have contact with them. Well, we have 
heard today that that is not the case. I want to ask you, if you did not know about half of your 
genetic history, would you want to know? It's part of me, its part of what is important. Some 
people in wanting to protect the family may also argue that genes are not important, so the 
donor is irrelevant. Well, yes, but here's what some of these people in the study said and I think 
it's all very important in terms of how they understood the family and how they understand the 
donor. 

All of the people spoke lovingly of their families and I think again, we have heard that today. 
They talked about genes not being the basis for making a family. They talked about love, 
relationships and shared experiences are the factors that make a family. All participants made 
a clear distinction between dad and the donor. They saw these as two different people, and 
some of them were especially close to the non-genetic parent. As one of them said��nWRʞ to be 
a dad, takes a lot more than a genetic link|, but these feelings did not rule out the interest in 
the donor and half siblings, but they did not see the link with the donor as necessarily being 
primarily an emotional one. 

The interest or contact with the donor was perceived by some parents as negative and this 
is what the donor offspring were saying was seen as being disloyal or ungrateful. How could 
you want to know about the donor? We are your parents, they would argue. Well, over half of 
the people in this study were uncomfortable about not knowing the identity of a donor, and the 
not knowing had become an obsession for some of them. And I think we heard Leen talking 
about that. Those people who have met the donor, talked about how this had been a freeing 
experience. This and contact with half siblings had helped with identity issues and 
understanding of family. Five of the 21 had met half siblings and a further nine would like to 
meet the half siblings, so the contact and the focus has not just been on the donor, it's on the 
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extended family, if you like. 

In summary, confidence in family building is crucial and arising from this, the importance of 
sharing and communication is key to the wellbeing of the family. We need to ask the question, 
who is it that is arguing that the family needs protection and on what basis. I don't hear that 
argument coming from the donor offspring. If you feel you need protection, you are always 
going to be on the defensive and scared, and this will impact on family relationships. 

The second argument that is put forward against donors being identifiable is that if you 
remove anonymity, we will not be able to recruit donors. This is an argument that is often made 
by those providing clinical services to the infertile, and is based on responding to the persons 
in front of them. When the doctor is seeing a couple or an individual, then that is the person 
who is presenting the issue. But this is not just about treating infertility. This is also about 
building families and family matters are not in evidence when the couples are being seen in 
the clinic. But rather later as the child is growing and becoming an adult. These are the times 
when issues like this will begin to emerge. It is argued that the donor is anonymous. In other 
words, the donor is unimportant. 

One person a few years ago actually described the donor as a non-person. Seeing the donor 
as just someone who donates their gametes as a means to an end is unhelpful and quite 
unrealistic. It is only the gametes that are important in this argument, not the person. Our 
contributors today have said that this is not how they view it. These people, the donors are very 
significant and very important. It is argued that donors would not be available, if donor 
anonymity was removed. There are a growing number of studies that say that this is not so. In 
Sweden, the first country in the world to remove donor anonymity, there was a decline in the 
number of donors. But then research, that I and one of the gynecologists undertook, showed 
that the number of donors had increased since the removal of anonymity. But what was 
significant was that the types of donors who were donating became and were very different. 
They tended to be older men, married men and with children, in contrast to the donors of the 
earlier era, who tended to be younger, single, and not have any children. 

The issue about recruiting donors has always been a difficult one for clinical and for the 
medical profession. But we need to change the culture. I think we need to see the donor, not 
only as a person, but as a very valuable person as our four contributors tonight have said who 
wants to contribute. I think in my experience, the adult donor conceived people want to see 
and hope that the donors are kind and helpful people who donated because they wanted to 
help. They wanted to contribute something that is of value. 

From an offspring point of view, the message is that they hope donation is based on 
kindness and concern for them. There is nothing to fear about contact and in fact, there are 
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many positives. Previous donors and we have been working with many of them in New Zealand 
who were recruited -- when the system was one of anonymity, more than willing to share 
information and to meet, but the whole process of managing that becomes very challenging 
and has to be very carefully managed. 

I should also point out that there has always been a shortage of donors, both egg and sperm, 
and there will continue to be a shortage of sperm and egg donors, not because of anonymity, 
but because donating sperm and eggs is not something that lots of people want to do. My 
suggestion and conclusion is that we can think about the old era, which was characterized by 
secrecy and anonymity, but that old era is old, and what we're looking at now is a new era. But 
of course, some people fear changing from the old era to the new era and the arguments that 
have been put forward, and I've suggested two have them, have to be challenged. There is 
evidence available that these arguments do not stand up to close scrutiny. 

If you think about the rights and needs of the people that we've heard from tonight, then 
why is Japan not moving in this direction? This has started to change in terms of what we have 
heard about tonight, but the challenge is to continue it. Often, the arguments are made about 
the rights and needs of a different parties being in conflict. There would be parents, the donors, 
the offspring, and of course, the health providers. Such an approach tends to mean that there 
are winners and losers; somebody has to come out on top. The research and professional 
evidence indicate that if we change our focus to a much more positive view of family building 
with the assistance of gamete donation then this is a win-win situation for everyone. It is more 
positive for offspring, for family relationships and for the donor. 

One final comment, legal change is very important, but it must be accompanied by cultural 
and attitudinal change. The legal can of course, promote these changes and I hope that we will 
see that happening in Japan.  

7KDQN�\RX� 
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ίϱʀξωΦϩθگद ྲྀྼ 
ωϣʖζʖϧϱχेࡑɽڛࢢͲਕदʤDIʥɼ͕Γ;ɼਫ਼৫ึঁҫྏͶ 44 ೧ͪͥ͠Κͮͱ͘

ͪɽ൶ͺ DI Νཤ༽͢Γ͑ͳͤΖं׳ΏՊଔɼͨ͢ͱχψʖΩΤϱιϨϱήΏɼDI Νݗ౾͢ͱ͏Ζ

ͪΌ६ඍιϝψʖΝωϣʖζʖϧϱχΊ͵ΔͥɼঀࠅͲྙదͶࣰ͢ࢬɼֆྏΝ

ण͜ΖਕʓήϩʖϕΏૌ৭ͪΌͶɼ਼ଡ͚ߪԍ͞͵͢ͱͪ͘ɽ͖̕ࠅͲ DI Ͷͯ͏ͱࠬΝࣰࢬ

͢ɼ150 ຌҐָढ़ชΏࢿͪΌࣆىΝࣧජͤΖͳͳͶɼঀࠅ͑ͪ͢͞ඉϏʖφψʖ

ؔਫ਼৫ҫྏͶؖͤΖࡨͰ͚ΕͶαϱγϩνϱφͳ͢ͱ߫͢ݛͱͪ͘ɽωϣʖζʖϧϱχැਫ਼৫ึ

ঁҫྏͶؖͤΖྛཀྵҗҽճ෯٠ௗΏැਫ਼৫ึঁٗढ़ࣀҗҽճ෯٠ௗΝ 14 ೧ؔͯͳΌͪɽωϣʖ

ζʖϧϱχέϧηφοϡʖοͶ͍ΖΩϱνϗϨʖָͲࠕگ佅Νͳͮͱ͕Εɼ2014 ೧Ͷͺɼϐφਫ਼

৫ͳϟϱνϩϖϩηࢩԋͶ͕͜Ζ൶ۂ͗ΌΔΗɼωϣʖζʖϧϱχϟϨρφ܆হʤONZMʥΨ

ϓΡγʖͶໍ͠Ηͱ͏Ζɽ 

 

Ken Daniels Biographical Note 
Dr. Ken Daniels has been working in the field of donor insemination (DI) and assisted human 
reproduction for 44 years. He has provided counselling for parents, families and donors, co-
conducted preparation seminars for those considering DI, spoken to numerous consumer 
groups and organisations, conducted research in seven countries, written extensively and 
acted as a consultant on policy development in several countries. He has published over 150 
papers in academic and professional journals. He was Deputy Chair of the National Ethics 
Committee on Assisted Human Reproduction and the New Zealand Government Advisory 
Committee on Assisted Human Reproduction for 14 years. Ken is Adjunct Professor of Social 
Work at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. In 2014 he was appointed 
as an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit (ONZM) in recognition of his work in assisted 
human reproduction and mental health. 
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